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ABSTRACT :
Unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings represent the largest portion of residential buildings in Iran. From this
stock a large percentage consists of brick buildings with partial steel members. The main structural elements of
such construction are brick walls with flat-arch floors and central steel columns. The current Iranian seismic
rehabilitation guidelines include sections dedicated to the evaluation of existing unreinforced masonry buildings
without specific remarks about this kind of construction. Reinforced shotcrete, on one face of brick masonry
bearing walls, is the most popular seismic retrofit technique of URM buildings in Iran. Two documents of
evaluation; Iranian Guideline for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings and FEMA 356 are used for
the evaluation of this type of building.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large portion of Iran’s older building inventory is unreinforced masonry (URM). These have been constructed
in the absence of any mandatory earthquake design requirements. They are therefore most vulnerable during
earthquakes. Partial steel masonry buildings (brick buildings with some steel framing) constitute a large
percentage of unreinforced masonry buildings in Iran. The main structural elements of this type of construction
are brick walls with flat-arch roofs and central steel columns. These buildings are built with industrial materials,
and as a result, are not restricted to one specific climate or region. The main reason for the popularity of these
buildings is the low cost of construction and no need for highly skilled workers.
In partial steel masonry buildings it appears that in many cases the collapse of the structure is caused by the
out-of-plane failure mode. Since this type of failure can be prevented by properly anchoring the masonry walls
to the floor and to the roof system, the in-plane failure of URM walls is the dominating failure mode for the
URM buildings. In practice the in-plane failure mode domination may not be the actual behavior of these
buildings. Therefore, the goal of this evaluation is to investigate the in-plane behavior of these buildings when
the out-of-plane and diaphragm deficiencies are eliminated by some rehabilitation method. To put things in
context, especially for readers unfamiliar with this type of construction a brief review of construction technique
for partial steel masonry building is presented first.
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2. ACTUAL
L METHOD
DS OF CON
NSTRUCTIO
ON OF PAR
RTIAL STE
EEL MASON
NRY BUILD
DINGS
In the follow
wing paragraaphs various aspects of construction
c
for the different elementts of this buiilding type have
been discussed.
Starting witth foundationn the strip foooting of thiss type of buillding, is buillt on the grouund dug alon
ng the wall until
u
virgin soil is reached. Thhis means ussually a depthh of 50-100ccm for the baase of the foooting. Since the
t walls of one
o
and two stoory partial steeel masonry buildings arre typically 20-50cm
2
widde, a commoon width of the
t footing will
w
be about 600cm. For thhe central steeel columns, the footing
gs will be a square witth 100cm x 100cm, withh a
50-100cm depth.
d
These footings aree filled with a foundation
n paste whichh is usually a mixture of in-situ soil plus
p
lime and waater. If the sooil does not contain
c
enouugh clay, morre clay will be
b added to thhe soil.
The walls are
a solid and are designedd primarily too carry the vertical
v
loads of the structture. In a seismic event thhey
will have to
t carry lateral forces, in-plane
i
andd out-of-plan
ne. Since theey are not ddesigned to carry any suuch
significant forces, in a strong or semi
s
strong quake they crack and fail. In adddition these walls
w
are offten
weakened by
b openings that are effeected withouut any consid
deration of the
t reductionn in strength
h that they may
m
cause. To make
m
the mattter worse it is
i common to have bearing walls only on three siides of the bu
uilding with big
openings att front side, rendering thhe wall of thhis side totallly ineffective in carryingg any laterall load. For loong
walls, 30m or longer, at
a every 5 or 6 meters off the length of
o the wall, a square secction pilasterr (30cm x 300cm
for 20cm walls)
w
will bee built to resiist the out off plane loadiings, Figure 1. The widthh of bearing walls in parrtial
steel residenntial URM buildings
b
is usually
u
20 to 50cm. Maso
onry walls arre built with pperforated orr pressed briicks.
Mortar usedd in this typee of masonryy building iss a mixture of
o cement annd sand whicch is used in
n higher quallity,
newer builddings. For older buildinggs, Clay or Clay and Liime, which has
h negligibble shear streength, has been
commonly used.
u
Somettimes the “Batard” mortaar, which is a mixture off Lime, Sandd and Cemen
nt, is also ussed.
The commoon floors off partial steeel masonry buildings
b
is flat arches, which consist of steel joists
j
placedd at
90-100cm spanned
s
in beetween with flat arches.

F
Figure
1 Typpical structurral plan of paartial steel masonry builddings
Steel posts used in this type of buildding have noot been based on any callculations or regulations and are usuaally
selected byy empirical knowledge.
k
Central coluumns usually
y consist off 2-IPE 120 to 180 proffiles, conneccted
together witth steel stripps or cover plates. Somettimes the pro
ofiles are direectly weldedd together. Th
he main girdders
run from wall
w to wall, over
o
the cenntral columnss. These beam
ms are usuallly 2-IPE 1220 to 160, deepending on the
span length and roof weeight. In som
me cases the same
s
profilee is placed onn top of the m
masonry walll parallel to the
main girderr in order to provide
p
a seaat for the flooor joists. Steeel joists usedd in jack archhes are IPE 120
1 to160 baased
on span lenngth. The afoorementionedd steelwork is the most common typpe. Howeverr, because off a lack of ruules
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and regulatiions in the deesign and construction off these buildiings each casse may demaand its own investigation
i
n.
There are thhree types off beam to collumn connections used fo
or connectingg the central columns to the
t main girdder,
Figure 2. Inn Type-A a common tyype of conneection in Iran
n called “Khhorjini” is uused. In Typ
pe-B the cenntral
column webb is cut to lett the girder pass
p
throughh. In Type-C the column is cut at the floor level and
a the girdeer is
placed on toop of it. The steel joists of
o jack arch floors
f
are co
onnected by a single anglle to the girder. If a girdeer is
put on the wall,
w
the otheer end of thee joist will bee connecting by an anglee too. If theree are no girdeers on the walls
then the steeel joist willl be simply placed on top of the wall.
w
The ceentral colum
mns are placeed on a squuare
base-plate of
o 20-40cm with
w 1cm thicckness and attached
a
by tw
wo or four anngles, Figuree 2.

Figure 2 Differeent types of column
c
connnections

3. SPECIFIICATION OF
O THE TY
YPICAL BU
UILDING
To analyze the in-planee behavior off partial steeel masonry buildings,
b
a typical
t
buildding which has
h the comm
mon
characteristics of this kiind of buildiing is presennted here. Th
he aim of thee typical building was no
ot to replicatte a
specific struucture but ratther to createe a structure that was reprresentative of
o common U
URM constru
uction in Irann.
The typical building is a two story building,
b
connsisting of thrree URM beearing walls w
with flat-arch
hed diaphraggms
f
and rooof levels. Thee dimensionss of the build
ding are 12 m by 7 m in pplan, with sto
ory heights of
o 3
at both the floor
m. In the North
N
side of the buildingg where a larrge window opening is placed
p
there iis no bearing
g wall. Figurre 3
shows the detailed
d
confi
figuration of such a typicaal building.
The buildinng to be anaalyzed is asssumed in faiir condition with materiial propertiess per FEMA
A 356. Mateerial
properties are
a shown in table 1.
Tablle 1 Assumedd material prroperties of typical
t
masonnry buildinggs in Iran
Masonry coompressive strength
s
(f )

400 kg/cm2

Bed- joiint shear streength (v )

2.55 kg/cm2

Bed-joinnt sliding streength (v

)

Diagonaal tension streength (f

)

v

.

PC
CE
A

.
.

vme

Masonrry Elastic Modulus in
Coompression (E
( )

286000 kg/cm2

Masonryy Shear Moddulus (G )

114440 kg/cm2
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Figure 3 Structural configuration of assumed typical building

4. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
During an earthquake, the walls may vibrate in or out of the plane. The vibration and the associated bending
deformation may lead to cracking and out-of-plane collapse of the wall. If the out-of-plane motion is restricted
the dominant behavior of the wall is in-plane. In this paper it is assumed that out-of-plane motion is restricted
and as a result the wall will not become unstable and collapse under out-of plane vibrations.
FEMA 547 categorizes steel-joists flat-arched unreinforced masonry spanning between the joists as rigid
diaphragms. It also considers this kind of diaphragm as “quite stiff as well as extremely heavy”. Because there is
very limited information about how flat-arched floors have performed in actual earthquakes, the FEMA 547
assumption seems to be the most reasonable conservative choice. As we know, the distribution of the horizontal
forces to the vertical elements depends on the geometry and the rigidity of the diaphragm. Since rigid
diaphragms do not deform appreciably, it is assumed that their behavior remains elastic and the
earthquake-induced internal forces are distributed to the vertical resisting elements in direct proportion to their
rigidities.
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5. SEISM
MIC EVALU
UATION OF
F THE TYPIICAL MOD
DEL BUILDING
The pre-stanndard FEMA
A 356 providdes a full set of methodollogies for thee evaluation of the seism
mic resistancee of
existing buiildings. In thhis standard, four earthquuake hazard levels are defined
d
to deescribe probaabilistic seism
mic
hazard. Theese include, the
t Basic Saafety Earthquuake 1 (BSE
E-1) with a 10% in 50 yeear exceedan
nce level, whhich
was selecteed for the model
m
structture. The coorresponding
g response spectrum
s
is obtained fro
om the Irannian
Guideline for
f the Seism
mic Rehabillitation of Existing
E
Builldings, whicch is referreed to the “Irranian Codee of
Practice forr Seismic Reesistant Desiign of Builddings”. The mentioned earthquake
e
hhazard is useed to check the
acceptance criteria for thhe Life Safetty performannce level (LS
S).
The typical building deescribed earliier, was anallyzed in ordeer to predictt the in-planee response of
o its walls. The
T
analysis waas done based on a sim
mplified moddel developeed by Mid-America Eaarthquake Reesearch Cennter.
In-plane behhavior of thee URM wall//piers were modeled
m
with
h two DOF elements
e
witth one DOF at the floor and
a
roof levels. Perpendicular walls under out-of-pplane action may increasse the stiffneess and stren
ngth of in-plane
walls. This effect is knnown as “flannge effect”. The latter effect was noot consideredd here, becau
use FEMA 356
3
suggests thaat the out-off-plane stiffnness of walls shall be neg
glected in annalytical moddels of the global
g
structuural
systems in the orthogonnal directionn. As mentiooned earlier roof
r
and flooor diaphragm
ms are assum
med to be riggid.
The resultinng model is shown
s
in Figgure 4.

Figure 4 Left:
L
Simpliffied 3D modeel of typical building, Rig
ght: Configuuration of struuctural elem
ments in partiaal
uildings
steeel masonry bu
The stiffnesss of individdual piers is calculated based on simp
plified strenggth of materrials idealizaations suggessted
by FEMA 356. FEMA
A 356 providdes equations for calculaating the strrength of UR
RM piers co
orrespondingg to
different faiilure modes. It should to be pointed out,
o howeverr, that these failure
f
modess are not muttually exclussive.
Failure of inn-plane masonry piers arre often a coombination of
o these moddes. The posssible failure modes for each
pier includde rocking, sliding, tooe crushing and diago
onal tensionn. The firstt two failu
ure modes are
deformationn-controlled modes, whille the latter two
t
are force-controlled failure moddes. The stren
ngth of the pier
p
correspondiing to each failure modde can also be
b calculated. The strenngth and failure mode for
f each pierr is
determined from the loowest value of the four failure mod
des considerred. The forcce-deformatiion relationss of
FEMA 356 incorporate the effects of
o ductility on
o deformatiion-control modes.
m
Calcuulated stiffneess and strenngth
of piers are shown in tabble 2.
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South
Wall

East
Wall

West
Wall

Tablle 2 Calculatted stiffness and strength of piers
Pieer No.

L (m)
(

h (m
m)

Width
(m)

Stiffnesss
( )

L
h

Faiilure Mode

Strenggth
(kg))

P-1
P
P
P-2
P
P-3
P
P-4
P
P-5
P
P-6
P
P-7
P
P-8
P
P-9
P
P-10
P
P-11
P
P-12

12
9..5
1
4..5
7..5
4..5
3
1..5
3..5
3..5
3..5
3..5

3
3
2
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

832000
0
624836
6
44000
200571
455414
4
200571
291396
6
100286
6
122699
9
122699
9
122699
9
122699
9

4.000
3.177
0.500
1.500
2.500
1.500
1.500
0.755
1.177
1.177
1.177
1.177

Bed-jjoint Sliding
g
Bed-jjoint Sliding
g
R
Rocking
Toee Crushing
Bed-jjoint Sliding
g
Bed-jjoint Sliding
g
Bed-jjoint Sliding
g
Toee Crushing
Toee Crushing
Toee Crushing
Toee Crushing
Toee Crushing

31559
36784
18011
10745
22038
22460
14964
48799
45500
45500
10520
10520

The fundam
mental periodd of the buiilding was obtained
o
by eigenvalue analysis
a
of tthe model bu
uilding and the
Iranian Guideline for thhe Seismic Rehabilitation
R
n of Existing
g Buildings. The Iranian guideline usses an empiriical
method thatt gives a 0.2 sec fundameental period in both direcctions. FEMA
A 356 suggeests an eigenvvalue analysis of
the mathemaatical model of the buildinng for obtainiing the fundaamental periood. Based on participation
n factors of that
t
analysis, fuundamental period
p
in eacch direction of the typiccal building is obtained. The naturall periods of the
structure annd modal partticipation facctor in each direction
d
of the
t model buuilding are giiven in Tablee 3.
Table 3 Modal particippation factor in N-S and E-W
E
directioons
E
E-W
Moode Period
N-S
Unittless
Sec
Unitleess
Unnitless
1
0.1999
1.434E-07
0
0.85
2
0.0766
0.00036
671
0.003214
3
0.0755
0.97
7
0.0000006088
4
0.0633 0.000004
4419
0
0.11
5
0.0288
0.0342
21
8.1007E-07
6
0.0255 0.000003
3142
0.0004278
The fundam
mental naturaal period in thhe longitudinnal direction is 0.075 seccond, which ssuggests thatt the consideered
URM structture is very stiff in that direction. The
T Iranian guideline
g
doees not providde a good prrediction of the
fundamentaal period in thhat direction. Vibration modes for the
t model building
b
are shown in Figure
F
5.

b
Figuure 5 Vibratioon modes for the model building
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5. RESULT
TS OF THE
E ANALYSIS
S
A Linear Sttatic Proceduure (LSP) is allowed for buildings without
w
irreguularities in pllan and elevations. Becaause
of asymmeetric distribuution of struuctural walls in the Easst-West direcction of thee building, severe
s
torsioonal
strength irreegularity is presented
p
in the
t structure. Therefore, according too FEMA 3566 regulations,, only nonlinnear
methods aree allowed foor analyzing these buildinngs. The No
onlinear Statiic Proceduree (NSP) of FEMA
F
356 uses
u
simplified nonlinear
n
tecchniques to estimate
e
the deformation
n of a structuure under seiismic loads. In order to use
this proceduure, the highher order moodes of the sttructure shou
uld not have significant effects on itss response. The
T
URM building under coonsideration satisfies
s
this requirementt. Therefore, NSP was ussed to analyze this structuure.
The pushovver curve in the
t E-W direection showss that even iff out-of-planne failure is ccontrolled, in
n-plane wallss in
this directioon will becom
me unstable at early stages of earthqu
uake loadingg. This can be seen in thee E-W pushoover
curve of Figgure 6. On thhe other hannd a significaant capacity exists in thee N-S directiion, Figure 6.
6 The pushoover
curve in N-S directionn showed moore ductilityy, as the buiilding pusheed to its targget displacem
ment. Pushoover
analysis in longitudinall direction also shows thhat structuraal walls in thhat directionn are able to satisfy the life
safety perfoormance leveel but failurre of perpenddicular wallss will lead to
t total collaapse of the whole
w
buildiing.
Failure of thhe first pier during
d
pushoover analysis in each direection is show
wn in Figure 7.

Figure 6 Pushhover curves,, Left: N-S direction,
d
Rigght: E-W direection

L
Failure in N-S directtion, Right: Failure
F
in E--W
Figure 7 Faailure of the first pier durring pushoveer analysis, Left:
direction
n
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Evaluation of a partial steel masonry building, using FEMA 356 and the Iranian Guideline for the Seismic
Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings, shows that:
1. The building analyzed may fail because of: Lack of anchorage between masonry walls and diaphragms,
anchor failure, out-of-plane failure of masonry walls, in-plane failure of URM walls and combined in-plane and
out-of-plane forces.
2. Most often the main cause of collapse of partial steel masonry building is out-of-plane failure of the walls.
However even when latter weakness is removed, according to the results of the present study, moderate
earthquakes can cause the collapse of such buildings, because of large in plane forces due to torsion.
The Nonlinear analysis depicts the actual behavior of the building and push over curves show a vivid illustration
of the structural response during earthquake. The results of nonlinear analysis show that this type of building
could not satisfy life safety performance level, even if the diaphragm and out-of-plan wall deficiencies do not
exist.
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